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A highlight of crimes solved with the 
help of 3SI’s GPS Tracking Technology

Amount 
Recovered Summary

$30,000 Phone Tracker™ - East Greenville, PA - Mar 31 
In the early morning hours, police received alerts from Phone Tracker in an electronics store in East 
Greenville. Police quickly responded and arrived at the store within minutes. The suspects fled but 
left their safe cracking tools next to the safe. A full recovery was made. The tools have been tracked 
back to a store and police are still investigating.

$80,000 ATM Tracker™ - Carson, CA - Mar 28 
ATM Tracker alerted when a suspect attempted to remove an ATM from its premises. Police quickly 
arrived on the scene. All the money was still intact inside the machine and police obtained camera 
footage of the suspect's truck. The investigation is ongoing.

Full 
Recovery

Tobacco Tracker™ - Calgary, AB - Mar 30 
Two suspects entered a convenience store, demanded cigarettes and fled. Tobacco Tracker alerted 
police who tracked and apprehended one of the suspects. A full recovery was made.

$48,000 Phone Tracker™ - Costa Mesa, CA - Mar 29 
Store employees at a wireless store were forced at gunpoint into a back room. The suspects made 
off with a large amount of cash and merchandise. Luckily Phone Tracker was along for the ride and 
alerted police. Police tracked in the air and on the ground and made a felony stop as the vehicle 
was exiting a freeway. The three suspects are behind bars and all the stolen phones as well as 
the two handguns used in the robbery were recovered.

$25,600 PharmaTracker® - Minneapolis, MN - Mar 28 
Two suspects robbed a pharmacy late in the evening. Police were alerted and tracked with GPS. 
One suspect was apprehended and a full recovery was made.

$7,200 PharmaTracker® - San Diego, CA - Mar 27 
Three suspects robbed a pharmacy of narcotics. Police tracked the suspects with GPS to a park 
where police apprehended two of the suspects. The third suspect, who has since been identified 
by police, fled on foot. A partial recovery was made and the search for the third suspect is ongoing.

$300 Cash Tracker™ - Raleigh, NC - Mar 27 
A male suspect entered a bank, wrote a demand note on the back of a deposit slip, and threatened 
a weapon. The teller complied and the suspect exited the bank. Cash Tracker alerted police who 
tracked and apprehended the suspect a few blocks from the bank. A full recovery was made. 
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$20,000 PharmaTracker® - Crofton, MD - Mar 24 
Four armed men robbed a pharmacy of narcotics. Police tracked and made a felony stop. The four 
suspects were apprehended and all the narcotics were recovered from inside the vehicle. Police 
are consulting with surrounding jurisdictions to determine if the crew are responsible for similar 
robberies in the area.

$65,000 Jewelry Tracker™ - Lincoln, NE - Mar 23 
Two suspects robbed a jewelry store. Jewelry Tracker alerted police who quickly tracked, 
apprehended both suspects and recovered all the jewelry.

$1,160 Cash Tracker™ - Brighton, MA - Mar 23 
A male suspect entered a bank, demanded money from a teller and then exited the building. Police 
were alerted by Cash Tracker and began tracking. When the suspect became stationary, police 
moved in to make the apprehension and recover all the stolen money.

$16,495 PharmaTracker® - Cypress, TX - Mar 23 
In the early morning hours, three suspects burglarized a pharmacy located in a big box store. 
PharmaTracker silently alerted police. The suspects fled with the stolen narcotics at speeds in 
excess of 100 mph. When the suspects became stationary, police moved in. All the narcotics were 
recovered and the three suspects are behind bars. 

$20,000 PharmaTracker® - Merced, CA - Mar 22 
Two suspects robbed a pharmacy of narcotics. Police received alerts from PharmaTracker and 
began tracking. When police moved in, a short chase ensued. A full recovery was made and both 
suspects were taken into custody. 

$1,222 Cash Tracker™ - Seattle, WA - Mar 22 
A lone suspect entered a bank, demanded money from a teller, and fled. Police tracked, 
apprehended the suspect and recovered all the money. The suspect is believe to be responsible 
for a similar robbery in the area.

$35,600 Phone Tracker™ - Fort Worth, TX - Mar 22 
Suspect robbed a wireless store of cash and smartphones. Phone Tracker silently notified police 
who tracked. A full recovery was made and the suspect is behind bars. 

$171 Cash Tracker™ - Atlanta, GA - Mar 22 
A male suspect robbed a bank, fled a short distance on foot and then took the subway to the 
Atlanta airport. Police apprehended the suspect and recovered all the money.

$80,000 ATM Tracker™ - Houston, TX - Mar 22 
Two suspects were apprehended after attempting to remove an ATM machine from its location. 
ATM Tracker silently alerted police who quickly responded and arrived in time to prevent the 
robbers from taking the ATM and accessing the cash inside. 

$350 Cash Tracker™ - Hartford, CT - Mar 20 
A suspect passed a demand note to a bank teller and fled with the cash. Police were alerted and 
tracked and apprehended the suspect. A full recovery was made.
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$2,495 Cash Tracker™ - Middletown, DE - Mar 20 
A lone suspect robbed a bank and fled through multiple jurisdictions and states. Police used 
GPS to track. When the suspect became stationary in Maryland, police moved in to make the 
apprehension and recover all the money.

$610 Cash Tracker™ - Calgary, AB - Mar 19 
A male suspect passed a demand note to a bank teller. The teller complied and the suspect fled. 
Police were automatically alerted by Cash Tracker and tracked the suspect to a motel where he had 
rented a room. All the money was recovered and the suspect is behind bars.

$251 Cash Tracker™ - Cleveland, OH - Mar 19 
Two suspects robbed a dollar store of cash. GPS enabled police to track and apprehend one of the 
suspects. A full recovery was made.

$360 Cash Tracker™ - Pittsburgh, PA - Mar 19 
A lone suspect robbed a bank, fled on foot and then boarded a bus. Police were alerted by Cash 
Tracker and used GPS to track the suspect. The bus was stopped by police, the suspect was 
apprehended, and all the cash was recovered.

$2,270 Asset Tracker™ - San Diego, CA - Mar 18 
A female suspect stole a high-end handbag from a luxury store and drove to her residence. Asset 
Tracker alerted police who tracked. Within minutes, the female was apprehended in her house and 
the stolen handbag was recovered and returned to the store owner.

$499 Asset Tracker™ - Sarasota, FL - Mar 18 
Four suspects robbed a gaming store and fled at speeds in excess of 100 mph. Police tracked and 
when the suspects became stationary at an intersection, police moved in. Three of the suspects 
were apprehended and a full recovery was made.

$200 Cash Tracker™ - St. Paul, MN - Mar 17 
A suspect broke a window, entered a bank and then pocketed money that had been left in a cash 
drawer. Unbeknownst to the robber it contained a Cash Tracker. Police were silently alerted and 
apprehended the suspect while he was still inside the bank. 

$87,465 Phone Tracker™ - Mississauga, ON - Mar 16 
Three male suspects entered a wireless store, one was armed with a rifle and another with a knife. 
The employees were then forced to turn over $1,000 from the cash registers and 87 iPhones from 
their store and an adjacent wireless store. The suspects then fled to a residence. Police tracked 
with GPS and setup surveillance around the area. All the merchandise and the weapons were 
recovered inside and the suspects were taken into custody.

$6,479 Cash Tracker™ - Denver, CO - Mar 16 
A lone male entered a bank and declared he was robbing the bank. He approached the tellers and 
opened two coolers. Inside one of the coolers was a note stating he was armed with a gun and to 
fill the coolers with money. The tellers complied and the suspect fled by vehicle. Police tracked 
with GPS and found the suspect and his vehicle hidden under plywood at a construction site.  
The suspect then attempted to flee on foot but was apprehended. All the money was recovered.
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$17,000 Cash Tracker™ - Northglenn, CO - Mar 16 
An armed male entered a bank, ordered everyone to the floor, and helped himself to money from 
four teller drawers. He then fled by bicycle to his apartment where he loaded all of his belongings 
into a stolen truck. Police tracked with GPS and a high-speed chase ensued. During the chase, the 
suspect threw a backpack containing the stolen money out the window. Police recovered all the  
money and terminated the dangerous chase. The suspect has been identified and is a fugitive 
who has been on the run for three years. He was released from prison in 2015 where he served 
time for 19 bank robberies. He has been nicknamed the “Sneaky Bicycle Bandit” and is wanted 
for eight bank robberies in the Denver area.

Full 
Recovery

Cash Tracker™ - Steelton, PA - Mar 14 
A suspect entered a convenience store and demanded cash from a clerk. Cash Tracker alerted 
police who tracked. A bag with the stolen money was recovered and police have obtained a video 
of the suspect. The investigation is ongoing. 

$600 Cash Tracker™ - Atlantic City, NJ - Mar 9 
A male suspect robbed a bank and exited the building. Police used GPS to track the suspect who 
was apprehended within minutes of the robbery. A full recovery was made.

$161 Cash Tracker™ - Gary, IN - Mar 7 
Two suspects robbed a dollar store of cash. Police received alerts. The two suspects were taken 
into custody and all the money was recovered.

$24,000 Phone Tracker™ - Fullerton, CA - Mar 5 
Suspect burglarized a wireless store. Phone Tracker silently alerted the police to a burglary and 
began tracking the suspect as he traveled through multiple jurisdictions. A partial recovery was 
made and the suspect was apprehended.


